IN THEIR WORDS: WHAT EMPLOYERS SAY ABOUT ORLEANS’ GRADUATES

Part of the success of Orleans Technical Institute’s Court Reporting Program is in the partnerships that the school has developed with area employers over the years. We have a strong track record in assisting students to find employment, while also helping employers address their workforce needs. Here is what some of our employer partners have to say about hiring Orleans’ Court Reporting graduates.

Janet C. Fasy—Deputy Court Administrator, First District of Pennsylvania:
“We have found that the Orleans court reporting students that arrive during their last semester to practice and sit with another reporter in our courtrooms are fully prepared. This part of their school agenda gives them hours of practice in a true work environment, either in court or depositions, and allows them the opportunity to realize what type of environment they would prefer to work in. The students are fully prepared knowing the terminology, their machine and software technology, and how to create the transcript. We are very happy with the graduates we have hired as trainees. They understand what is expected of them, and are knowledgeable and ready to work.”
January 2013

Gregg B. Wolfe, RDR, RPR, CM, CRR—Owner, Kaplan, Leaman & Wolfe Court Reporting & Litigation Support:
“Having been familiar with many court reporting schools over my 35 years of experience, there has been no other school as excellent as Orleans Technical Institute to prepare students with not only the necessary speed to attain national certification, but to provide a wealth of information regarding English, Legal and Medical curriculum. Their experienced staff has been able to prepare and execute the crème de la crème regarding court reporters in the latest technological advancements. I have been fortunate to have hired several graduates from Orleans, and all, without exception, have been trained with professionalism, reliability and accuracy regarding their work ethics. I wish that Orleans Technical Institute’s curriculum was available 35 years ago when I was attending and training to be the best in my field. I would have had a much easier introduction and transition in the field of court reporting.”
January 2013

Kurt A. Fetzer, RDR, CRR—President, Wilcox & Fetzer, Ltd.:
“As a firm owner of Delaware’s largest court reporting firm, whenever I have a need to add a beginning reporter to our staff, the first resource I always turn to is Orleans Technical Institute. Over many years I have hired multiple graduating students from this outstanding reporting program, including truly an exceptional student in the recent past who has quickly become a great asset to our firm. Through my firsthand experience of working closely with Orleans graduates, I have found them to possess the necessary education, skills and professionalism to prepare them to have a rewarding career in the court reporting profession.”
January 2013